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I am a devotee of Snopes.com, and there are a pair of interesting articles up now about 
presidential eligibility. 

ACT I

The earlier of the two articles deals with an internet meme that claims that Obama cannot become the 
president, viz:

Barack Obama is not legally a U.S. natural-born citizen according to the law on the books  
at the time of his birth, which falls between "December 24, 1952 to November 13, 1986."  
Presidential office requires a natural-born citizen if the child was not born to two U.S.  
citizen parents, which of course is what exempts John McCain though he was born in the  
Panama Canal. US Law very clearly stipulates: "If only one parent was a U.S. citizen at  
the time of your birth, that parent must have resided in the United States for at least ten  
years, at least five of which had to be after the age of 16." Barack Obama's father was not  
a U.S. citizen and Obama's mother was only 18 when Obama was born, which means  
though she had been a U.S. citizen for 10 years, (or citizen perhaps because of Hawaii  
being a territory) the mother fails the test for being so for at least 5 years **prior to**  
Barack Obama's birth, but *after* age 16. It doesn't matter *after* . In essence, she was  
not old enough to qualify her son for automatic U.S. Citizenship....Obama instead should  
have  been naturalized,  but  even  then,  that  would  still  disqualify  him from holding the  
office....Naturalized citizens are ineligible to hold the office of President.

Snopes goes on to tear this apart on factual grounds. The residency requirement applies to people who 
were not born in the United States. Hawaii was a state in 1961, despite claims to the contrary. So there 
is no question that Obama is a “natural-born citizen of the United States.”

ACT II

As so often happens, the right-wing email forward machine seems to have been protesting too 
much. Apparently, the issue of McCain's eligibility is not at all clear-cut, and the guy who's done the 
most research on the matter, Gabriel Chin, thinks that McCain is probably not eligible. McCain was 
born in the Panama Zone in 1936. In 1937, citizenship was conferred (retroactively) on him and all 
other children of U.S. Citizens within the zone. But this seems fairly different from the ambiguous 
phrase “natural-born citizen,” and the matter is left in limbo. On the one hand, it is clearly a mindless  
legal technicality that is beneath the concern of the American public. On the other hand, most of the 
U.S. Constitution is concerned with exactly this sort of technicality, and if we hand-wave them every 
time they cause trouble, we will be at pains to keep explaining how the constitution is the greatest  
document in the entire history of the universe(TM), or whatever the catchphrase is.

ACT III

In addressing the meme about Obama, Snopes wrote:

http://www.snopes.com/politics/obama/citizen.asp


A few facets of this claim immediately jump out as being far-fetched: first, that a sitting  
U.S. Senator who has already spent a good deal of time and money securing his party's  
nomination for the presidency would suddenly be discovered as ineligible due to an  
obscure provision of U.S. Law....

But apparently this is not the case. McCain has clearly pursued his entire political career in spite 
of this known handicap in his resume. And we see more than a murmur of support for a Scwarzenegger 
campaign at some point in the future. Moreover, if we look over the back-story of various presidential 
candidates, it  is often hard to believe that they would have the chutzpah to run for office. Bush is 
(plausibly) a failed businessman who went AWOL on his guard duty and snorted coke. Clinton was a 
draft-dodging, dope-smoking womanizer. 

While we can (and do) spend endless hours debating whether such accusations are true, or fair,  
or  relevant,  there is  another  conversation  to  be  had,  one  that  I  hope to  add some installments  of 
evidence to. Everyone has skeletons, or at least a few bones, in their closet. But most people are afraid 
of subjecting their flaws to massive public scrutiny, let alone disclosing those flaws and then claiming 
that they are the best person for the job (any job). There are legions of good citizens who would be 
ashamed to run for school board if their lawn wasn't mowed.

And yet McCain has spent “a good deal of time [31 years] and money [$30 million or so]- 
securing his party's nomination for the presidency” despite knowing that he was vulnerable to a very 
basic eligibility requirement. This is weird behavior, in the sense that it is hard to imagine most of us 
making the same decision, and it is even hard to imagine the context in which such a decision could  
meet with approval from the smoke-filled rooms. But it is altogether normal in politics.

It  is  impossible  to  believe  that  the  RNC could not  find  a  candidate  as  highly  qualified  as  
McCain who also happened to be born in the United States. It is still harder to imagine that there wasn't 
someone as highly qualified as Bush who had stayed away from the fancy white powders. To explain  
Bush, in particular, we have to imagine that these apparent shortcomings (including the largest, the 
stain of nepotism) are actually advantageous. How else can we explain that in a country with hundreds 
of millions of eligible people, one out of the two candidates for president is probably not eligible. 

What I want to propose...and much more on this later...is that in a hierarchical government such 
as ours, each tier of election or appointment creates an opportunity for selection—I mean 'selection' in a  
Darwinian sense, with no agency implied. The myth of all governments is that such hierarchies select 
virtuous individuals, and the especially fantastic myth of representative democracy is that the hierarchy 
selects virtuous individuals who also represent a statistical cross-section of the population. Both these 
claims are nonsense, but the hierarchy definitely selects for certain things:

• It selects against modesty, active insecurity, self-doubt, self-censorship. Most people who were 
born outside the U.S., even kind of, would never consider trying to run for president in the first 
place.

• It selects against a strain of conservatism or traditionalism in one's personal life. To ascend in 
politics necessarily implies changing your lifestyle, changing where you live, who you associate 
with, what you do with your time.

• It selects in favor of ambition. All else being equal, the person who tries harder to get promoted 
is more apt to get promoted. We need not be very cynical about human nature to acknowledge 
this.  There  is  a  point  beyond  which  Machiavellian  strategies  for  self-promotion  are  self-
defeating,  but  most  of  the  basic  gambits  work,  on  average.  With  comparable  resumes  and 
opinions and connections, the candidate will be selected who is just a little more backstabbing, 
whose honesty is just a little more flexible, whose sincerity is just a little more polished...



• It selects in favor of the wider cultural biases. Need this even be pointed out? Men over women.  
Whites over non-whites. Straights over gays.

• It  selects  in favor  of capital  resources.  Those who can better  afford the expenditure of a n 
elaborate political campaign are more likely to win it.

OK. These selection biases are commonplace enough—I doubt any of them are even matters of 
controversy, although I do think they need to be established beyond doubt. What I would like to argue 
is that they have an iterative effect as people progress through the many layers of a complex hierarchy. 
What begins as a slight tendency to elect more men than women to the school board results in a country  
where every president has been male, and over 98% of senators have been male, etc. Moreover, I want 
to argue that since three of the five biases I am describing are personality traits, hierarchies virtually 
guarantee that a particular kind of character will dominate political power.

More to follow...

More Follows

I am revisiting this essay seven years later, in light of Ted Cruz announcing his quixotic run for 
the GOP's nomination in 2016.  Cruz' nativity, like that of McCain and Obama, presents just enough 
sail for the winds of constitutional quibbles to catch.  So let us review a bit.  

In the past forty years, there have been 45 presidential (or vice-presidential) candidates who 
have received their party's nominations.  Of these, four have endured questions over their eligibility, 
vis-a-vis the natural-born citizen clause: Gore, Camejo, McCain, and Obama.  And across this time 
period, overall, 94.7% of American citizens 35 or older were native-born.  

It would appear, then, that at the very least, the natural-born citizen clause does not have a net 
deterrent effect on the candidacies of people who might plausibly run afoul of it.  Again, what matters 
here is not the legal or factual nuances of these cases, but simply the likelihood that they will become 
liabilities in a campaign—as was clearly true for Obama.  It is hard to imagine that in the smoke-filled 
rooms that precede a nomination, being in a constitutional gray zone is considered a plus.

It  seems plausible  to  conclude  that  there  is  an  underlying  factor  in  play  here.   Successful 
politicians tend to believe that the rules don't really apply to them, or at least that the rules bend in their  
favor.  While most Canadian-born Americans might consider themselves  ipso facto  ineligible for the 
presidency, Ted Cruz doesn't think that way.  Neither did Barry Goldwater, or Chester A. Arthur, or  
many other lesser figures.   Similarly,  studies by outlets  like Capitol Hill  Blue suggest that elected 
officials  have  fairly  high  rates  of  prior  DUIs,  bankruptcies,  and  similar  episodes  that  might  have 
convinced someone else they were unelectable.

It is notoriously difficult to apply psychological or personality tests to politicians directly, but 
data like these allows us to make certain incidental inferences.  From the rosy perspective of a junior 
high civics class, we might expect that political candidates would be, in general, upstanding citizens 
who clearly met the eligibility requirements for the posts they sought.  If we found that politicians were 
no more likely to meet those criteria than a random sample of the population, that would certainly 
tarnish some of our civics myths.  But to find that they are less apt to meet those criteria than a random 
sample requires a whole new narrative, and I think it is an important one.


